Teaching & Learning Subcommittees

May 11, 2018
CURRENT SUBCOMMITTEES

• Affordable Content – Affordable course badges, course metrics, and Web content in support of the Inclusive Access model
  Chair: Kristi Jensen (kjensen@umn.edu)

• Communications and Marketing – Press releases, Unizin monthly newsletter, and a variety of promotional collateral
  Co-chairs: Donalee Attardo (dattardo@umn.edu)
  Sydney Brown (sbrown@unl.edu)

• Analytics – Data and UDP successes
  Chair: Bart Pursel (b kp10@psu.edu)

• Unizin-Instructure Solutions – Canvas LMS, Gradebook, mobile development, live events
  Chair: Annette Beck (annette-beck@uiowa.edu)
NEXT STEPS

• Affordable Content
  • Monthly, 1-hour call
  • Engage Erik Goens in designing “open” page on Unizin.org to help communicate messaging
• Communications and Marketing
  • Quarterly updates from board
  • Monthly newsletter
  • PR around the UDP
• Analytics
  • Institutions continuing with UDP adoption
• Unizin-Instructure Solutions
  • Consider providing a way to test API changes in Beta
  • Mobile development
  • Strategic co-development of “live events”
FUTURE SUBCOMMITTEES

• Libraries

  • Development of metadata for analytics efforts, general data generation & curation
  • Affordable content and OERs
  • Learning analytics
FUTURE SUBCOMMITTEES

• Application Developers
  • Demo prototypes/projects
  • Sharing code
  • Relationship building to enhance effectiveness of events (i.e. hackathons)
FUTURE SUBCOMMITTEES

• Centers for Teaching and Learning

  • Communicate learning analytics expectations to relevant vendors
  • Develop principles for learning analytics usage across consortium
  • Advise on use of learning analytics data viz for learners
  • Develop learning analytics tools for faculty
  • Track & report on engagement strategies / best practices
FUTURE SUBCOMMITTEES

• Faculty Engagement

  • Advise on incorporating Unizin tools in instructional design
  • Drive culture change and collaboration (teaching centers, instructional designers, libraries)
  • Add Unizin outputs to annual faculty offerings
  • Messaging translated to value for faculty & students
  • Badging
Join the Community!

• Updates from Jennifer Sparrow, T&L current Chair
• In order to nominate a lead for one of the new subcommittees (Libraries, App Dev, Centers for Teaching and Learning, and Faculty Engagement) please submit them [here](#)
• Help us select where and when the Unizin Summit will be, vote [here](#)
• We are planning a fall meeting October 16\textsuperscript{th} & 17\textsuperscript{th}, let us know if you can attend [here](#)
Thank You!